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Interview transcript: 
(CN: Caryn Neumann; BB: Bob Brant) 

JN: [snatches of talk] Today is April 10, 1979, I’m in the office of Mr. Robert Brant, Bob Brant, Boynton 
Beach. I have a short list of questions here. Before we... this could go on for some time, it’s about 45 
minutes on each side. I’d like to do it from the beginning first recollections you have these stories in kind 
of chronological order. 

BB: Ok, as I grew up. 

JN: As you grew up. When were you born? 

BB: I was born August 25, 1925. 

JN: Can you tell me something about why your family came to Boynton Beach? 

BB: Well, my family moved to Boynton Beach, I’m not sure whether it was from either Texas or 
Michigan. They had moved to Texas but my mother and father followed my grandmother and 
grandfather to this area. Who at that time my grandmother and grandfather was running the Old Stone 
Lodge which was a restaurant located at that time right on the corner of U.S. 1 and 23rd Avenue, where 
the Standard station is now. That’s my first recollection of anything. I'll never forget when I was a little 
bitty boy I remember my grandfather scalding a hog. This is the first thing that I remember. He had a big 
drum and he had boiled water in the drum. He was taking an old wooden spoon out of water out of the 
drum and pouring the scalding water on the hog's back and then rubbing the hair on the hog to see if 
the water was hot enough to scald the hog. I was about three years old at the time and that is the first 
thing that I can remember. 

03:03 

JN: That would have been about 1928? 

BB: Yes, about 1928. I do remember vaguely it was a big event- the 1928 hurricane. I remember the 
excitement and the wind blowing and things like that but I don't remember a lot of details about it. 

JN: How long had your folks been in Boynton Beach before you were born? 



BB: I'm going to have a guess at this. I'll say a year and a half to two years before I was born. 

JN: Your grandparents and parents ran the Old Stone Lodge? 

BB: No, I don't know what my dad did at that time but my grandparents ran the Stone Lodge, which was 
a restaurant at the time. 

JN: Where did you live? 

BB: Well, at that time we lived in a house that was directly across from where the First Bank and Trust is 
now. It set about where the old First Bank and Trust bank building is now. 

04:30 

JN: What was your father's profession? 

BB: He would do anything he could back in them days. The only thing I can remember him doing as a 
very young child was he worked with Austin Hardware and Lumber Company, Austin Feed and Supply it 
was called at that time, which. He worked for Charlie Austin for eighteen years. Now I don't remember 
exactly when that started and when that stopped but I think it must have been about the time I was 
born that he worked there. 

05:22 

JN: Besides the hog scalding, what are some of the first recollections that you have as a small kid? 

BB: I remember dad was still working... well, first we moved into an apartment directly above, is Lou and 
Marty's now? Lou and Marty's where the Shopper was upstairs. We moved into one of those 
apartments when I was real little boy and I more or less become the town kid. Which was what town 
was then, because all there was, was that building, an old wooden post office building directly west of 
that and the building across the street which was called the Boynton Hotel. Which the old Jones family 
operated a restaurant and hotel at. That building is still there. I remember Newland ran a drugstore. 
Richard Newland's father ran a drugstore in one of the store buildings and Roy Myers run a grocery 
store in one of the store buildings. There was an old German fellow, I can't remember his name, who 
was a barber over there. And other than that, and a beer joint where Jack's Camera Center is now - of 
course the building is long gone - there wasn't anything to Boynton except a couple of filling stations up 
and down U.S. 1 and a couple of other buildings. I mean the business section of town. 

07:34 

JN: Who were your friends when you were a kid? 

BB: W.H. Lanier was a good friend of mine when we were growing up. Ralph Furtell, who I haven't seen 
in many, many years. Keith McCray, who is now dead. Sonny Leveritz, who still lives here. James, Marion 
James - her brother’s Bill James who just ran for Congress. The White boys were here, the Weaver boys, 
the Nicklebury boys, and the Brown boys. 

08:37 

JN: What was life like for a kid growing up on Main Street in Boynton? 



BB: Of course being the town boy, and I have always been energetic and looked to make a few dollars. I 
will never forget I got someone to make me [ringing phone] when I was about six years old will never 
forget I got someone to make me a little box and I started shining shoes on the streets of Boynton.  Back 
in those days people used to get their shoes shined for something, and I charged them a dime to shine 
their shoes. And everyone in town laughed about it because I made everyone stand up while I sat down 
on the box and shined their shoes. That was quite a joke so to speak because I was the smart one so to 
speak. I sat down to do my work and shine shoes. I never will forget, I must have done shined shoes for 
two or three months and then the nigger that was shining shoes in the barber shop wanted to sell out. 
And so I bought him out I was about six or seven years old. I bought the nigger out of the barber shop 
for a dollar and seventy-five cents. Then I took over the shoe shining business, the chair, the whole 
works, you know, in the barber shop. For two years, every Friday afternoon and Saturday, all day 
Saturday and Saturday evening - that's the only time they worked in the barber shop - I shined shoes in 
the barber shop. I would make myself two or three dollars every week you know. I never will forget 
Mike White, who was the fellow that the city of Boynton owed so much money to that they had to give 
all the area of the beach which now consists of Ocean Ridge. The city fathers had to give this land to 
Mike White to form Ocean Ridge, the city fathers had to give this land to Mike White to form Ocean 
Ridge to settle the municipal debt, that they owed Mike White. He gave me fifty cents for shining his 
shoes and I'll never forget that. That was a big deal. 

JN: Is Marion White Bird his widow? She still lives over there. 

BB: I'm not sure about that. 

JN: Or is that his daughter? 

BB: I think she is his daughter, Mrs. Bird. Because his son-in-law's name was Bird. 

JN: I see. Mrs. White Bird, that's her name. 

12:03 

BB: Well, we had a town character who consequently, well there were a lot of town characters back in 
them days, and it was customary to pull jokes on people. This town character was Stevens [H.D. Stevens] 
and he even got himself elected mayor on two or three occasions. Steve would do anything for a joke or 
anything to cause turmoil or get excitement going in the city of Boynton, which wasn't much of a city. 
One time Steve had told all the kids in town that - he showed us a couple of holes on the running board 
of his automobile where he bolted wings to the running boards – he told all the kids in town that he was 
going to fly that Ford down at Pence Park ball park Sunday. If we would come down there he would take 
us for a ride. I'll never forget, I went down there and man, there were kids all over the place. Of course 
Steve never showed up with his car and his airplane, but anything to pull a joke. There is a tale, a story 
that was told, and I don't know if it is true or not, that back during the depression Steve was the mayor, 
and the Florida East Coast Railroad had never paid their taxes. They told this as if it was the truth. And so 
Steve had the chief of police stop the Florida East Coast train, side [?] and held the train until FEC sent 
the money from Jacksonville down here to pay their city taxes. Like I say I don’t know if it’s true or not, 
but that was the kind of character Steve was. Also, every time there was an election Steve would be 
politicking, he run a little grocery store, and Steve would be politicking for weeks before the election. He 
would be walking around the town talking about who was running, who he was for and who you should 



vote for. He would get right in the middle of town and talk to everybody he saw and just yak and yak 
and yak and yak. It was a big thing to Steve. But first, he had a little grocery store - there used to be an 
old FEC depot right at the back of where the old First Bank and Trust was. And Steve had a little grocery 
store there and Milton Parton, who died just a few days ago, had a little soda fountain there. At that 
time Roy Myers was running the drugstore, which every little community had a drugstore and that 
drugstore is what is presently known as Lou and Marty's. But anyway, Steve ran a little grocery store 
there. I never will forget one day I was in there and Steve was beating on the wall, pounding on the side 
of the wall, and Milton came over to see what was going on. Steve said he didn't have enough room and 
that he was moving the partition over. He always kept something going. He had Milton all stirred up that 
he was going to move the partition over so they would have more room. He was always pulling jokes. 
One time, years ago, there used to be an organization called the Townsend Club. Well, Townsend was a 
Senator who had introduced a bill to give retired people two hundred fifty dollars a month, more or less 
like Social Security. Of course the older people in the community went for this bill so they formed 
Townsend Clubs all over the nation. The Townsend Club was raising money and they were raffling off a 
turkey. Steve got a nigger to steal the turkey out of the cage which the Townsend Club was raffling off, if 
you know what I’m talking about. I mean he would do anything for a joke. At nights, let's say Saturday 
evening, in the center of town, that is in front of what is presently known Lou and Marty's, there was so 
room to park because everyone came to town to do their shopping, and if nothing else, just sit around 
and talk, visit. Back in those days there were not many, what you would call, tourists or Yankees coming 
down. If one did come down and stopped in the middle of the street in Boynton he never forgot it 
because they would hang old pipes and things to his car. When he took off he thought the whole 
transmission was falling out - they would pull some kind of trick on him so that he would never forget as 
long as he lived the city of Boynton.  

18:17 

There were many characters. There was also one old fellow who was the town drunk. Every town had a 
town drunk and his name was Dad Allen. Every Sunday down at Pence Park they had a ball game. Well 
Dad Allen was on the WPA and he got a little check and the minute he would get the check he would get 
drunk and he would stay drunk just as long as he could. Every Sunday they had a ball game down at 
Pence Park and the married men would play the single men. Old Dad Allen would be down there and he 
would be so drunk that he couldn't stand up and he would be sitting in the bleachers and he would be 
hollering and screaming and singing. I will never forget that he would always sing, "Lord have mercy on 
the married men," and then he would laugh, he-he-he-he. Dahl Ross who had grown up in Boynton use 
to play ball and he use to holler "Kill 'em." They called him Dahl not Doll. Buddy Partin and a bunch of 
the old gang were always playing ball but... anyone who lived back in those days remembered Dad Allen 
and they loved him for the kind of character he was. Even though he was a drunk, you couldn't help but 
to love him. He was strictly a town drunk. The fishing was great back in those day, you could catch fish 
anywhere. You went fishing all the time. When the blues started running in the fall of the year, when we 
got our Northeasters the whole town closed up and everyone went blue fishing. Herb Schulz, still fishes 
here and runs a charter boat, I will never forget, later years. When we were in school, whenever blue 
fish started running Herby wouldn't go to school. He just wouldn't show up for school. When he was a 
very young man he finally quit school and started running a boat. 

JN: How did they keep the fish? 



BB: How did they keep them? They would eat them.  

JN: They couldn't eat them all. 

BB: They would pass them around all over town. Everybody in town would start eating fish. I don't 
remember exactly - we had iceboxes - no refrigerators, but iceboxes. I remember things were pretty 
tough when I was real little. There were four of us kids at that time and Mom used to get two Snickers 
and she would cut them in half and each of us got half of a Snickers. That was our candy for the week. 
That was when we were real little.  

22:00 

When I was about ten years old my two brothers previous to that had delivered all the papers in 
Boynton, the Palm Beach Post. For years, I guess five, six or seven years, Budd and Topp both had 
delivered all the papers in Boynton. When I was ten years old they was going to give the route up. I took 
over the route and kept the route, I guess five, six or seven years. Well, anyway, I guess I delivered 
papers up until about the time I went to service in the Army. About a year or so before I went to service 
I give it up but I will never forget there were about 110 subscribers in the general Boynton area. Let me 
tell you what this general Boynton area covered. All the way down past Tropical Acres, which was just 
U.S. 1 straight down. We had four customers out at Weavers Dairy which was all the way out on Cypress 
Creek Golf Course. Seacrest was known as Green Street at the time and it didn't go but a few blocks in 
both directions. That paper route went all the way up U.S. 1 up to 22nd Avenue. No, I'm sorry, Lewis' 
Bird Farm. It turned into someone else’s bird farm, Waite's Bird Farm. And then I rode all the way up the 
beach road past the inlet to deliver to two or three customers and south on the beach road to Briny 
Breezes. I never will forget in the winter time how Briny Breezes started. The trailers used to just pull up 
under the trees and park. The Miller family thought they could make money out of it and they just 
started charging them for parking there. 

24:00 

JN: About what year was that? 

BB: Oh golly, I don't know. I was about ten or eleven years old so you can figure that out. 

JN: Mid 1930's? 

BB: Yes, 1935, 1936, 1937 - somewhere along there - but that is what formed Briny Breezes. The Miller 
family owned it and there was a tremendous number of giant Australian pines. People used to pull up 
under there with an old house trailer and camp there. That's what started Briny Breezes. The Millers 
started charging for them camping. Then they put in electricity for them and a few other things and 
started building roads and that's what formed Briny Breezes. It was more of an accident than it was on 
purpose.  

24:55 

There was nothing south on the highway. South on the highway was the Woman's Club. The Benson 
family, Paul Mercer lived down south, the Benson family, Winston McGregor lived down there, down 
near the Woman's Club. Joe Harless lived down there. Then, south of that there was, the next thing, 
King's fruit stand. That's where Gulfstream Lumber bought out old man King when he had a fruit stand. 



He had all that land in there. South of that Max Hill had a nursery down there. That was before Merkel 
came along. Now the Merkels have been there for many years. South of that there used to be a chicken 
farm and then a dairy down beyond Tropical Acres. And that was it. Then there was nothing until you 
got to Delray. 

26:15 

Going north there was very little. Where Bernard's is was the old Rainbow Gardens. The Miller family 
lived there and there were a couple of families that lived north of it but there were also two or three 
homes along the way to get down there. Most of the town was right here around you. It was old 
wooden buildings. I know Mott Partin most of my young life was Chief of Police and the only policeman 
and one of the finest men I ever knew and finest policemen I ever knew. He was the kind of policeman 
who cared about everybody. When we were kids, like on Halloween night, years ago, young people use 
to be quite destructive. Mott used to come along and he used to day, "Boys, you have fun because it's 
Halloween and it's the night to howl. You pull your pranks, have your fun but don't ever do something 
that is likely to get someone hurt." In other words Mott knew that those young boy and children were 
going to be pulling their pranks, but his big concern was the welfare of the City of Boynton. He was a 
wonderful man. There were a lot of good people. The typical thing and funny thing about Boynton back 
when I was young was that it was a farming community, a little farm town, and the practical jokes that 
were pulled were unbelievable - what one person would do to another in the form of a practical joke! 
And the nicknames, everybody had a nickname. My nickname was Worrywart. I will never forget. You 
have heard of the Baskin family? Well of course old Pop Baskin's nickname was Big-un Baskins and you 
better believe he was a big one. He was as big around as he was tall. And Milton Partin, who later took 
over Roy Myer's drug store, which later on was known as Lou and Marty's Drugstore, ran the drugstore 
for many years, and they called him Gump. Donald Ward, who grew up here in Boynton was called 
Jughead. Clarence Benson was called Cluck Benson. Lord have mercy, there were nicknames galore. 
Everybody had a nickname. It didn't matter who he was. 

29:50 

JN: What was Dr. Rousseau's nickname? 

BB: You know what Jim, that shows mental telepathy. I was thinking about John when you said that. I 
can't remember what John's nickname was. 

JN: Is he about the same age as you? 

30:18 

BB: No, he is a little older. I was about ten years old and I guess John was about sixteen, fifteen-sixteen, 
but John had a Model A Ford. It was a honey, it was a beauty. Back in those days we used to go to Lake 
Worth to the movies. Going to the movies was a big deal. Well, up at West Palm Beach at the old Florida 
Theater they started having what they called the midnight movie - I'm not going to call it the late show. 
Anyway it didn't start until twelve o'clock. It was a late movie. I will never forget, every Saturday night 
John Rousseau would load that Model A Ford up and he would carry six or eight guys, kids, up there to 
the late show. And one week they let me go and I was as big as any one of them. (Laughter) But it was a 
lot of fun. There was a tremendous amount of fun back in those days.  



31:30 

Walking was nothing. Everyone walked or ran or swam or whatever. There were bicycles. People didn't 
have to jump into a car and go everywhere. Baseball was a big thing. There was no football, there was 
nothing else much if you know what I mean. They did have a basketball team but they was lucky to have 
five players who were eligible, so to speak, who could make up a basketball team. But they usually came 
out with a pretty good basketball team.  

32:33 

The Magnuson girls grew up here. You know Betty, she used to be Betty Law. She is now Betty Zobel, 
Herb Zobel's wife. She was a Magnuson. They grew up just past Summers' Electric. I will never forget, 
V.G. weaver ran a shoe store. My mother and father, finally, after my father left Austin's, ran a hardware 
store across the highway where John Gonsman's Interiors is now, well he ran a hardware store there. 
The building was there but it always stayed vacant. For some reason no one would buy anything across 
the highway because they just didn't like going across U.S. 1. Now on this side of the road, right down 
where the Dolphin is here, there was a filling station. Hood had a garage down in there. It was where the 
bandstand sits when they have a parade. 

JN: There is cement there. 

BB: Right there where that cement is, is where his garage used to be. And right in this same vicinity 
there was another place where there was a filling station. That was about all there was in that area. I 
never will forget about the time I went away to service, when I came back there was a bank building in 
Boynton. Paul Mercer had opened a bank. So, there was some progress even back in those days. Let me 
make a statement to you. We, in Florida, didn't see any of this property as being valuable. We didn't 
want it. We couldn't afford it and we didn't want it even if we could have afforded it. I'll never forget 
this. When I got back out of service, which was in 1946, I had saved about two thousand dollars. That 
was a lot of money at that time. A fellow tried to sell me forty acres of land where Royal Palm Village is 
now, for a thousand and fifty dollars. And I thought he was crazy. And I told him, I said man, I wouldn't 
give you ten dollars for that sand up there because you better believe there was nothing but sand, white 
sand. But imagine, forty acres for a thousand and fifty dollars. And I'll never forget the whole city block, 
my dad told me this, the whole city block over there where Hadley's building is over there. Jim Bowen 
tried to give it to my dad. And Dad said he didn't want it because he couldn't pay the taxes on it. That 
just goes to show you that people didn't need or want property because it was no value to them. Food 
was valuable, and a few earnings - to get hold of a few dollars. But I sometimes think it might come back 
to that, but I doubt it --- can't possibly. 

36:54 

JN: Tell me about the submarines sinking ships off the coast of Boynton. 

BB: This was the early part of the War and I was delivering papers. By this time I had progressed, there 
was progress all over the world. I had me a baby Austin that I delivered papers in. 

JN: I know what you are talking about. 

BB: A baby Austin. Any of the old timers will remember a baby Austin. Don't ask me to tell you what year 
it was but it was a baby Austin and I peddled papers in that Austin. [...] I would be up at four o'clock in 



the morning delivering newspapers. The War came along and the German subs sat off this coast and 
started sinking the shipping that would go up and down off this coast. I'm not sure about this but it 
seems that they sank thirty-two ships in this vicinity. I was about fourteen to sixteen years of age at this 
time. We would be in school and all of a sudden it would sound like the whole building had exploded. 
Maybe two explosions and it was torpedoes hitting the side of a ship. 

JN: In broad daylight? 

BB: Broad daylight, middle of the night, all times. At that point, it got so bad, the Germans sinking ships 
in this area that they made all of the cities... They made what they called a blackout. And you had to 
paint all of the street lights were painted black so there was just a little bit of light showing directly 
down to the ground from the street lamp. You just had a slit on the head lights of your car. They had 
jeeps, soldiers in jeeps paroling the beach road because they figured there was someone signaling from 
shore when shipping was going by. A spy. Anyone who had been off the coast in a boat at night and 
looked back the coast, over the water, knows that you can see clearly. So, all the German subs had to do 
was sit off the coast and watch the light reflection and when the coast came between the light reflection 
and them, turn loose the torpedoes. I'll never will forget one night there were three ships afire out there 
that had been torpedoed. But anyway they quit letting the local people get over to the beach. But I got 
over to the beach so I could peddle newspapers. I had a Coast Guard pass just so I could deliver 
newspapers over there. They also had the Coast Guard rode the horses up and down the beach, 
patrolling the beach on horseback. I will never forget one time, one of the headlights of my Austin came 
loose and it was sticking almost straight up in the air. But I was driving along early in the morning 
peddling papers and it was after dark and all of a sudden a Jeep pulled up and stopped right in front of 
me. I had to slam on my brakes. A bunch got them out with guns pointing at me and came running up to 
my Austin. They said they thought I was a tank! A tank! Coming down the dangerous road with the lights 
the way they were on my Austin. 

42:00 

Brad Brant (Bob Brant's son): Tell the story about the big Jewfish grandpa caught. 

BB: Well, my grandfather was the bridge tender at the Lantana bridge for roughly twenty years. We 
were growing as kids in the summer months and we would go up there and spend a tremendous 
amount of time with him because there was an old wooden house that was built right on the bridge. 
One time he caught a five hundred pound Jewfish in the intracoastal off the Lantana bridge. Now they 
had to pull a boat under it in order to get it up and I have a picture of the Jewfish in my office.  

JN: Is that right? Do you have any other old pictures? 

BB: No. My mother may have. I may have it here in a box in the car. I was a little bitty boy. The picture 
shows my father and a couple of my brothers, and all but that was one big fish! I remember when they 
cut him open I could crawl right into where the stomach part of him was.  

JN: Is that right? 

BB: He was as tall as my father. And a Jewfish is like a grouper, he is big around like this. And they had 
him hanging up right there on Lantana bridge. 

 



JN: They used to catch quite a few Jewfish fifteen years ago off the reef out here but I guess the fish 
aren't out there the way they used to be. 

 BB: I don't think so either. 

Brad Brant: I think that fish was caught on a chain. 

BB: He used to fish with a big old heavy clothesline and a six inch hook. 

END OF FILE 1 

BEGINNING OF FILE 2 

00:13 

JN: Tell me your brothers and sisters names just for the record. 

BB: I’ve got one sister, Evelyn Raulerson, who is the oldest. And I have a brother, his proper name is 
Lester but everyone knows him as Bud Brant, and a brother who lives in Lake Worth, Karl who everyone 
knows as Top or Toppy. And then I had a younger sister who was twelve years younger than I, named 
DeAnna. 

1:00 

JN: What did the kids do for recreation in Boynton Beach? 

BB: Play baseball, whatever, or sand lot and go fishing. Wait a minute. I just thought of something I used 
to do as recreation. East of U.S. 1 there used to be nothing but swamp. Like jungles, and that was muck. 
When I was a boy, I would say about ten, I got hold of a BB gun. Don't ask me where I got it. When the 
high water would come the land crabs would completely cover U.S. 1. They would come out of those 
holes east of U.S. 1. Well, anyway, for recreation when I was a little boy I used to get my BB gun and 
walk through those swamps down there killing land crabs. Mrs. Woodruff run a fish market on Ocean 
Avenue which was towards the ocean and her and Mr. Lyman used to get so mad at me because I would 
go down there and kill land crabs by the thousands until those land crabs would go to stinking like 
nothing you have ever smelled. Now the colored people used to pick those land crabs up in Kroger 
sacks, take them home and I don't know how they cooked them or what part of them they ate but there 
were some of them that cooked some of those old land crabs. They ate some portion of them whether it 
was the pincher or what. 

JN: I remember them taking a wire, they’d scare them, would reach down in the hole and spear them 
with a wire, sharpened to a point. That was fifteen or twenty years ago. What kinds of foods did you eat 
in the early days that you remember that are different from what you eat now? 

03:28 

BB: Well, I remember that we had a lot of potato soup. Of course it wasn't that much different. We 
didn't have meat as much as some. When I was about fourteen years old one summer, Mr. Winchester 
used to raise pineapples and at the Seaboard depot they used to pack pineapples and beans and all 
kinds of things out there and I remember - of course there were lots of vegetables around. There were a 
lot of farming so there were a lot of vegetables around. I remember there were some months in 
summer when the pineapple plant would be packing pineapples. 



04:19 

JN: Where was that? 

BB: That's where the old Seaboard depot is now.  

JN: That shed is the pineapple packing plant? 

BB: That shed is where they used to pack the pineapples. They actually used the depot. 

JN: How long did they still grow pineapples? 

BB: Well I was about fourteen, fifteen, sixteen years old. I used to help load trucks and that. It only ran 
for a short period in the summer. 

JN: So, up to 1940 they were still raising pineapples. BB: I would say 1937, 1938 somewhere along in 
there. 

JN: I heard someone say that they stopped raising pineapples about 1927 - the last cash crops. 

BB: That's not true. Winchester and Billy Winchester is his son. Winchester raised them and W.H. Lanier 
and I both worked on them. 

JN: Did you work in the fields at all?  

BB: No, just packing. 

JN: Was anyone getting rich out of pineapples? 

BB: I don't know, you know, I just wouldn't know that. But I do know Mr. Winchester used to raise a 
terrific amount of pineapples. There were fifty-seven people packing pineapples and loading trucks like 
that. You have to raise a lot of pineapples to work that many people on an assembly line. Winchester 
owned a lot of that property across from where Cypress Creek is now. 

JN: Cypress Creek? 

 BB: Golf Course. Across Military Trail from where Cypress Creek Golf Course is now. 

JN: Was that in pineapples? 

BB: I don't know, I don't remember that much, but I do remember that Winchester was back in that 
area. Now I don't know how far back, but I do know that he raised a terrific amount of pineapples. I 
know, I packed the pineapples every summer, you know, when I got big enough to carry crates. 

JN: How much did you get paid? 

BB: I don't remember that Jim. (Laughter) I'll tell you one thing we used to do to earn money when we 
kids when I was about twelve or thirteen years old. U.S. 1 was lined with coconut trees and we climbed 
coconut trees like a monkey, kick down a couple of hundred coconuts, pile them up in a great pile and 
sell them to the tourists. Hold them up as the tourists would drive by and holler "Coconuts, coconuts." 
They would stop. "How much are your coconuts boy?" "Ten cents, three for a quarter." We would sell 
them for anything because we knew we could get all we wanted right up the next tree. Another thing 
we did is that I did a terrific amount of swimming. There were certain times of the year when the 



crawfish would be on the reefs. Bob and Dick White and some of the other boys and I would go over to 
the beach. Back in those days you could spear crawfish. We would go over there early in the morning as 
we would take an old orange crate and we would stretch the inner tube around it. That was our raft, so 
to speak, and we would dive down in twelve to twenty-five feet of water to the reef edges and spear 
crawfish - we made our own goggles out of inner tubes and a piece of glass - homemade goggles. 

JN: How did you fashion the lens? 

BB: That was simple I can make one so quick it would make your eyes blink. 

JN: What kind of glass did you use? 

BB: Oh, we would cut ourselves an old piece of glass out of an automobile window, thick stuff you know. 
We would cut it round then grind in on the sidewalk or the cement until we got it so that it wouldn't cut 
the inner tube. I have made a hundred of them. We would make our goggles and then get an old frog 
spear, dive down to a ledge, spear a crawfish, come up, rake him off into an orange crate, and go back 
down and get another one. You always had a rope with a rock tied to the inner tube. That was your 
anchor for the inner tube to keep it from floating away. As soon as we got the crate full of crawfish we 
would bring it to town and sell them three for a quarter. Selling crawfish three for a quarter. Size didn't 
matter. 

JN: What's the most you every caught? 

BB: I don't know. We could always figure making three or four dollars though, in one day. 

JN: A piece? 

BB: Yes. We would fill the orange crate full of crawfish. But of course we had big ones, little ones, all 
sizes. There was no control. Let me tell you something else that is interesting. Jim, this will surprise you. 
I started driving a car when I was twelve years old. I owned a Model T Ford when I was twelve and a half 
or thirteen. I was driving all over Boynton like it was nothing. Adults nowadays think it's an unforgivable 
sin if a child of fourteen years old wants to go and crank up his dad's car. But there was no such thing as 
a driver's license or an age limit or whatever. If you were big enough and had sense enough to drive, you 
drove. If you had enough money to buy a car, you bought one. I bought a Model T Ford. It only cost ten 
dollars. Ten dollars for a Model T Ford with five brand new tires to go with it. Bought it from - I 
mentioned the Rainbow Gardens where Bernard's is now - Clyde Miller owned it. He sold it to me for ten 
dollars. I only had it a week though when I broke the crank shaft in it and had to sell it for seven dollars 
and fifty cents for junk. 

JN: How did you do that? 

BB: Well, Uncle Roy Raulerson, we called him "Unkie". Remember I said everyone had a nickname? Roy 
Raulerson grew up here and Uncle Roy and I were heading for the inlet and we had that old Model T 
Ford wound up as fast as it would go. Don't ask why we were going to the inlet, we were just going to 
the inlet. We were going just as hard as it would go. And all of a sudden, it started slowing down, 
slowing down, slowing down. But the motor kept going. It sounded like it was skipping. Well, what had 
happened was that the crankshaft had broken right in half and the two front cylinders were still running 
but the two back cylinders couldn't pull the car. It wouldn't run and pull the Model T Ford. But the 
Model T Ford didn't have any brakes on it. The way you stopped it was it was one of those Model T's 



that had a forward gear and a reverse gear. And when you wanted to get started forward you pushed 
down on the forward gear, get her going, and then you had a hand lever as soon as you got her going 
pretty good, and you threw that hand lever and that was you high gear. Now, if you wanted to back up, 
you pushed down on this reverse peddle, and you would back up. You would back up. You’d be a chug- 
a-lugging, chug, chug, chug, chug, like that to get going. It didn't have any brakes on it. Now, when I got 
up to a place where I had to stop, I would just start pushing on that reverse gear and that would stop it. 
In other words, it was like throwing a car into reverse, except it wasn't quite the same on those. But 
those were our brakes. 

14:00 

JN: What was the biggest hurricane you remember besides the 1928? 

BB: Let me tell you that the one in 1947 was a real hurricane. These things that they’ve had since 1947 
don't even compare. There was two in 1947, one of them was a wet hurricane which just dumped... 
They tried to seed and break it up and it turned into a flood, is what it did. It dumped so much water, I 
never in my life saw so much water. The other one in 1947, now that was a hurricane. Now the 
hurricanes that they have seen since, the people have never experienced a hurricane, and you better 
believe, once you’ve experienced a real bad hurricane, you will respect a hurricane. You will know what 
it is and people will buy them aluminum awnings to cover their windows because the damage comes as 
much from water as anything. These windows that these people have that they claim are going to 
withstand the hurricane and all that sort of stuff is a bunch of baloney. Because when a big piece of 
lumber hits one of those windows and the wind blows, the rain blows straight into one of those 
windows just as if someone had a fire hose stuck in through that window and they can't mop or scoop or 
bail water or anything else as fast as it's coming in. They are going to find out where damage comes 
from. So the only true protection from hurricanes is awnings, either those that you can close up and lock 
or the type which you can drop down and bolt down. 

JN: Where was the most damage done around here in 1947? 

BB: The big damage was in the trailer parks. The trailer parks were almost destroyed completely. Briny 
Breezes was pathetic. I don't remember anyone getting killed. There were a few hospitalized. AT Briny 
Breezes , just a block north of Briny Breezes, within a block of Briny Breezes, they had torn down that 
natural barrier that the sand builds and built a couple of apartments there. The ocean came through 
those apartments there and washed them away and washed right straight through and made an inland 
lake north of Briny Breezes. The fact of the matter is, it filled a lot of that land with sand that had been 
nothing but swamp previously. It was all one great big swamp north of Briny Breezes, and a lot of it was 
filled with ocean sand. 

JN: [...] 

19:00 

BB: You do remember my mentioning where Jack's Camera Shop was? The building there blew away 
completely. It was MacBride's Bar is what it was. A beer joint. Oh, I got a good one for you, Jim. I never 
will forget that when I was a little boy Milton Partin run the drugstore. Straight across the street from 
Milton Partin, about where Jack's Camera Shop is, there used to be a beer joint that was called Buck's 
Place. His name was Buck Muster. Well, you better believe that on the Fourth of July there used to be a 



lot of fireworks. Firecrackers, Roman candles, you name it, they had them back in those days. Well, you 
know what a Roman candle is. By accident, or whatever, and I don't know if it went into Milton Partin’s 
drugstore, or into Buck's Pace, but one of them thought the other guy had set it off purposely. So, don't 
you know that they went and got all the fireworks that they could get and for about an hour there 
everybody thought they were going to burn the entire town down. They were shooting directly across 
the street, Roman candles, rockets, everything else from the drugstore to the bar. And it was just as if it 
was a battle royal. What I am getting at is that you had to live in Boynton for the practical jokes that 
went on and the other stuff, that you just wouldn't believe would happen. Here they are shooting 
Roman candles at each other across the street, in a little town, from store to store. (Laughter) 

JN: How old were you? 

BB: I guess, eight, nine, ten, twelve years old. 

21:06 

JN: What was the first place that you took a trip to? 

BB: The first place that I took a trip to, well, that's not right. My mother and father went on a vacation 
and took me along, I guess when I was seven or eight years old. But I will never forget, one time, I had 
saved up fifteen dollars while I was working packing pineapples. I caught one of the pineapple trucks 
and I was going to ride it all the way to Nashville, Tennessee. Now I was going to be big. I'm about 
fourteen or fifteen years old and I was going to see the world. Well, just between you and I, I got off in 
Jacksonville [phone rings]. I had money in my pocket. Fifteen dollars was quite a bit of money back in 
those days. I rambled around Jacksonville for almost a whole day and that was my trip except that I 
decided I would take a bus home. I just stayed gone for two or three days. I was on my own and it was 
kind of fun because it was quite an experience, being the young lad, so to speak. That was my trip. Other 
than that, when I went into the army I got out of Florida. 

22:59 

JN: When did you join the army? 

BB: I enlisted in the cadets, the aviation cadets, when I was about seventeen and they called me when I 
was eighteen. Raymond Weeks was one of my buddies too. I didn't mention him. Raymond and I grew 
up together. We were very close all the time. 

23:24 

JN: were there any Indians around? 

BB: We never saw any. Jim, I mentioned that book that everyone in Boynton ought to read that was 
written by the Pierce family. What a wonderful book about the history of this area.  

JN: [...] Ethel Pierce has copies. 

BB: Her husband was either the one that wrote it or was his father. 

JN: She got her husband to write it. 



BB: I couldn't put it down. What an interesting book. A fantastic history of this area. And here is 
something don't know. In my garden right now I have got sweet potatoes. Did you know that this was 
the first crop raised in Florida on Hypoluxo Island?  

JN: [wrong information about the Pierce-Oyer family] 

BB: Mr. Pierce, either he or his father ran a place that the government sponsored for shipwrecks. They 
killed a bear over on the beach. A bear! No one would every dream that there were ever bear over in 
this area. 

26:05 

JN: Glenn Murray told me a story about a bear that used to hunt turtle eggs over on the ocean and hide 
in a cave over there. 

BB: I remember the cave. 

JN: Do you have another story to tell? 

26:34 

BB: I mentioned old Steve who was the town character. I will never forget that everyone who came into 
his store - he was more concerned with foolishness than trying to sell you something. But everyone who 
came into his store he wanted to arm wrestle with you. Like when I came by to collect for the paper 
each week he would want to arm wrestle with me. I’ll arm wrestle with you to see if I’ll for the paper. I 
will tell you one thing, I don't know if I was ingenious or strictly lazy when I was a kid but the old post 
office was over in the center of town. When I delivered papers, rather than go out and collect door-to-
door and collect for the newspapers, everyone had to come to the post office sooner or later to get their 
mail. So, I would just wait at the post office until they came to the post office to collect for the paper. I 
don't know if you can call that ingenious or lazy.  

28:98  

I will never forget that the Lacey boys had built themselves a cable from a very high tree. You ought to 
talk to Walter Lacey. And Skeeter got in it, it was either Skeeter or Erwin. Anyway, they had a box they’d 
built to ride in down this thing from one tall tree to another and they didn't have any way to put on 
brakes. I think it was either Erwin or Skeeter got in it and slammed into a tree and liked to kill him. 
(Laughter) Wally is a good one, Wally is an old timer. 

JN: Is he older than you? 

BB: Three to six years older than I am. 

29:25 

JN: This area has changed a great deal in the last ten years, I would say more than twenty or thirty years 
before. Could you comment on the changes that have taken place? 

 



BB: The concrete jungle’s ruined it. There is no place to swim, there is no place to fish, you can't drive 
your car. It’s turned so commercial and crowded until it is really not a joy. You know, the way we 
remember it, the way we loved it. We loved the area so much. Old timers that are around, Boynton has 
always been criticized for their politics but it has always been a wonderful little place to live. Quiet, nice 
little place to live. But I'll tell you it's not too much of a joy with all the traffic and the concrete jungle, 
but I do want to make one comment for the newcomers to this area. The people who were originally 
here and the people who came even after it started growing were very, very unselfish about new people 
coming in. In other words they welcomed their northern neighbors with open arms and they loved the 
weather and they loved this area of the country. It just turns my stomach to see a bunch of clannish, 
cliquish, and I'm not knocking the older people because I am getting older myself. Older people come 
into this area and all of a sudden, “we have arrived!" Now, we don't want anyone else in the area, we 
don't want nobody moving in, even though it is turning into a concrete jungle, and it is getting bad there 
is still nothing but selfish people. I would like that on tape. It is the truth. You know, Jim. You have been 
around a number of years and we welcomed people to Florida and told them, you get sand in your 
shoes and you will be back. And, we loved it. Even though we have lost and my kids and grandkids can't 
enjoy the fishing and the fun I had in Florida, it is still a wonderful place to live. You can't beat the 
weather and so forth. But a bunch of clannish people come in here and say we have gotten here and we 
don't want no one else here. I think it is the most selfish thing I have heard of in my life. 

JN: Are you talking about the people who had arrived in the last five or ten years? 

BB: The last five or ten years.  

JN: Or day before yesterday. 

BB: Yes, even day before yesterday. All of a sudden some of them have gotten control of city politics and 
other things and they don't want no one to move in, they don't want no more. You know what I'm 
talking about. It is a poor attitude. It’s not a Christian attitude. 

33:30 

JN: What part of Florida do you see to move to that still hasn't been caught up with. 

BB: Wabassau, above Vero Beach.  

JN: What was the name of that? 

BB: Wabassau area, lower end of the Indian River. Ward Cummings and Joe Tomberg have a place up 
there. I went up and spent a weekend there with Ward Cummings last summer. It is like old Florida. Joe 
Tomberg was up there last weekend dipping shrimp right out of the water with his dip net. 

JN: But you still stay here? 

BB: Well, I'm here, it's home. You know my kids grew up here. I think I would probably have to divorce 
my wife if I tried to sell my house. I have mentioned it a dozen times and she won't hear of it. I don't 
want to leave either. I have a place in the mountains that I go to in the summer to get away from it all. 
So, I get a good break in the summertime. It is still a pretty good place to live but I don't like the 
concrete jungle. 

JN: Do you have any advice to young people growing up today? 



BB: Seek the guidance of the Lord and trust Him because that is the key to everything. You can believe it 
or you don't, but it is. Those who learn it early in life are much happier than those who learn it late in 
life. Seek the guidance and trust of the Lord. 

JN: Do you know any fables or folklore about Boynton, stories that you know aren't necessarily true but 
that people have told and retold? 

36:30 

BB: There used to be an old Indian mounds just before you get to the inlet. Do you know about those? 

JN: No. 

BB: No one has ever mentioned it?  

JN: I may have heard about them. 

BB: I can take you right to the spot where they were because we dug in them and found old Indian 
bones, when we were kids, just this side of the inlet. Folklore, tales, you mean? 

JN: Perhaps it isn't old enough area to have any tales. The only one I every ran across is about people 
who had been in the cave in Briny Breezes and walked under the ocean. 

BB: I don't know of any. [conversation] 

38:45 

JN: Of course you know about old Red Ewell. 

JN: Nobody has yet mentioned Red Ewell. 

BB: Red Ewell was also a town character and the old canal out there that you cross that goes right 
through Leisureville, it was named Red Ewell canal. Red Ewell was a hermit. For a while he had a Model 
T Ford that he used to drive. Even after he quit driving the Ford he walked to town every week. You 
would probably see him walking every day. But he would have that Kroger sack over his back. That 
gunny sack, and he would buy, now listen to this, soda crackers and dog food. Canned dog food. He ate 
canned dog food. There were lots of tales about Red Ewell killing gators and like that. Of course a lot of 
people thought he was wealthy, and he might have been. I wouldn't know. He was just a character. He 
was old when I was a little boy and he was old four or five years ago I guess when he died. He was still 
around five, six, or seven years ago. 

JN: Somebody told me he left forty or fifty thousand dollars and that his only living relative was some 
spinster lady in Ireland who lived way off the main road. He left the money to her. She was going to take 
the money and move closer to the main road. 

BB: If it made someone happy. 

JN: He saved every penny he ever earned, I guess, and made interest on it over the years. 

 



BB: He never spent a dime that I knew. Gene Wright, who was Fire Chief for many years, and his father 
for many, many years, ran a grocery store here. Gene Wright ran a grocery store right next to Milton 
Partin at the drugstore. Gene and Milton were always cutting up and having fun. Gene has told me many 
times that Red would buy canned dog food, canned junk. I have a little story. Gene Wright used to take 
his old empty banana stalks and slip them into Milton's freezer boxes, or an old rotten orange or 
anything, to play a trick on Milton. Milton used to scrape all the frost off his ice cream boxes or just pull 
tricks on Gene. Every morning you would see him sweeping off the sidewalk and Milton would sweep it 
in front of Gene's door and Gene would come down and open up and he would sweep it in front of 
Milton's door. (Laughter) 

JN: Where was this? 

BB: Right here over at Lou and Marty's. Lou and Marty's was previously Milton's drugstore. That was the 
fun of it, watching one guy sweep the dirt over in front of the other guy's door and him sweeping it back 
in front of his. 

(END TAPE) 
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